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ABSTRACT 

The unconfined crystal growth in the Czochralski configura
tion is recognised as a process which is quite dependent upon 
successful control of the shape determining conditions. 
Attention is focused on the meniscus region, and its relevans 
to the crystal diameter behaviour is discussed. The dynamic 
stability of the configuration is analyzed according to the 
Surel; criterion. In contrast to earlier zeroth order argu
ments the system is shown to be inherently stable at normal 
growth conditions if the thermal impedance of the meniscus is 
taken into account. General difficulties associated with 
small diameter growth are pointed out. Reference is made to 
various growth monitoring arrangements and the melt-weighing 
method is described in great detail. Assuming uniform growth 
with a flat interface the exact relation between the force 
experienced by a weighing cell and the growth parameters 
during both stationary and non-stationary conditions is 
derived. We apply the Tsivinskii meniscus approximation and 
discuss quantitatively the errors made by neglecting non-
sfationary cuntnbutions to the balance signal, and the 
consequencies this has for control around a stationary state. 
Also growth at a constant angle is analysed, and a new proce
dure for deriving t he crystal diameter is suggested. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

[he crvbttfl pulling techni que was invented by J. Czocnr alski 

in a work * det erm i ning crystallizati on vel oe i t i es of metal s. 

The originally simple method was in the early 1950's brought 

to an advanced level by people 3 making the single crystals 

used far semi-conductor device production. Today the Csoch-

ralski technique is very widely applied; about 807i of the 

silicon consumed by the electronics industry is grown by this 

method. 3 In addition, various sophisticated modifications of 

the basic method permits production of high-quality single 

crystals of numerous other substances. 

The general features of the Czochralski method åre as fol

lows. The material is contained in an appropriate crucible 

and heat is supplied until the charge is melted. A pulling 

rod i s then posi t i oned so that its 1ower end, whi ch is kept 

at a temperature below the frees ing point of the charge 

material, touches the melt surface. During the growth process 
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F.iq.l.va) The basic Gzochraiski crystal growth configuration. 

<b) Nee kiny i mproves the crystal perf ect i on. 



the r ocj is 11 f ted at a speed careful 1 y adjusted to the rate 
of sol idi f icati can at the crystal/mel t interface. Using a 
suitably prepared crystal as a seed for the initial freezing, 
large crystals can be grown with predefined crystallographic 
or i entati on. If the melt sol idi f i es i ni ti al ly on an arbitrary 
seed a controlled diameter modulation during the growth, a 
process known as necking, is generally required to obtain a 
single crystal. In addition,necking will improve the crystal 
perfection by allowing dislocations to grow to the surface 
and thus stop propagating. It is also common practice to 
rotate the pulling rod and/or the crucible in order to opti
mize thermal and composi tional homogenei ty. The whole assem
bly is contai ned in a chamber whi ch permi ts control of the 
ambi ent gas. 

Tl ie pulling technique is only one of several wel1 estab1 i shed 
methods for producing crystals from melt. Other examples are 

normal freezing (Bridqman-Stockbarger etc.), float-zoning and 
Edge-defined FiIm-'ed Growth (EFG, Stepanov) which all can be 
found described in textbooks on crystal growth.-* The major 
advantage of the Czachralski method is that large diameter 
crystals are allowed to grow and later be cooled to roo.: 
temperature without any external confinement. This will mini
mize the amount of internal stress and thus result in a very 
low dislocation density. (Also the f 1 oat-zoning technique 
represents free surface growth, but the sol i d/melt/sol id 
sandwich structure having two interfaces makes it in some 
respects more complicated.) 

In contrast to growth in a confined configuration the purely 
men.isc:us-controlled Czochralski process is much harder to 
cunt r ol . The shape- of the growi ng crystal i s deternti ned by 
the geometry of the meniscus (volume of melt lifted by the 



crystal above bulk level) which in turn depends quite strong
ly on two factors; 

(i) the pulling velocity , and 
(i i ) the thermal condi tions near the crystal /melt inter-face. 

Correspondingly, smal 1 fluctuations will in these factors in 
general have dramatic consequences , and in normal cases 
Czochralski growth has to be continuously supervised. In 
order to compensate for observed unintended changes one has 
to introduce new growth conditions, i.e. make adjustments in 
heater power or pulling speed. The regulation can be done 
manually by a skilled operator, but his corrections will 
quite often prove to be too crude and the crystals become of 
a poor qua!i ty. An improved approach is possible after a 
large number of similar crystals have been grown, namely 
using the; accumulated experience to design a preset program 
for opt i mal growth condi ti D H S . = Thi s sal ut i on can be adequate 
for large-scale crystal growth, but it is hardly satisfacory 
in research situations where a wide variety of different 
crystals &re to be produced. 

2. SHAPE MONITORING IN CZOCHRALSKI BROWTH 

In the last 10-13 years several systems have been developed 
far truly automatic crystal shape control, i.e. remote detec
tion of instantaneous growth parameters and feeding the 
information back into a controller. Many of these approaches 



make use of optical detection methods based on television 
scanning arrangements,•*••v laser beam reflection," X-ray imag
ing'9 or using infrared detectors. 1 0 The optical sensing 
techniques provide relatively direct observation of the crys
tal diameter and considerable improvements can be obtained in 
the process control. The major problems associated with 
signal interpretation in these systems s.re the continuous 
drop in melt level, the periodic disturbance of the meniscus 
profile due to rotation and the condensation of evaporated 
material on optical components. 

The disadvantages 1 i sted above are essentially eliminated in 
a second class of growth monitoring systems which recently 
have become very popular. Here the crystal diameter is detec
ted indirectly using a weighing cell which can be arranged 
ei ther as a melt weight or crystal weight detector. *•1_l3 Of 
vital i mportanee far the development of these methods is the 
absence of a lever arm in modern electronic balances which 
implies that practically no motion is induced by the weighing 
cell. Assuming that also variations in the contact forces at 
the growth i nterface can be neglected the rate of change i n 
the weight is simply related to the crystal diameter. In this 
case the situation can be analyzed according to fig-2. For 
an i al symmetry the mass increment rates in the system aro 

melt: dm L/dt - pL. TTRC5* dz ' /dt 

crystal: dm s/dt - po ffR58 dl/dt (l; 

vapor: dm B/dt = 6° C1 - (R/Rc^J 

With reference to the figure the symbol assignments should be 
unambiguous except for pi_ and p B which are the mass densities 
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Fig.2. Increments during stationary growth 

in the liquid and solid phase, respectively, and G° which 
denotes the evaporation rate frcn a totally free melt sur
face. The pulling velocity V = dz/dt is related to the rates 
of a:.ial crystal growth dl/dt and melt level drop dz'/dt 
according to dl/dt = V + dz'/dt. Using this together with 
mass conservation the equati ans (1) 1ead to the fal lowi ng 
relative crystal diameter given in terms of the other growth 
parameters 

d ™ R/Re « C(G - G^/tpG - G° + TTRC^ p« V ) ] 1 ' 2 . (2) 

Here p — ps/pi_ and -G = dm,_/dt is the rate of change in the 
force detected by a weighing ceil holding the crucible. 

Clearly, when a crystal is growing as a right cylinder under 
stationary conditions the weight signal can be interpreted in 
terms of instantaneous crystal diameter, or more generally 
its cross-sectional area. However, during non-stationary 
growth the variations in the meniscus shape complicates the 



relation between the detector signal and the growth process. 
To adopt the weighing method for automatic feedback control 
it 1̂1 required to understand the nature of these effects and 
how they depend on the growth conditions. In addition, any 
attempt to understand the dynamic response of a growing 
Czochralski crystal to temperature and pull rate pertur
bations calls for an analysis of the meniscus region. 



3. THE MENISCUS 

the profile of a meniscus is in general determined by the 
equilibrium between gravity and interfacial forces as expres
sed by the well known Laplace-Young formula 

AP - Ci_ra(i/Ri ± 1/R =) . <3> 

Here Ri and R 2 are the local principal radii of curvature, dp 
is the surface pressure, i.e. the di f Ference in pressure 
between poi nts on each side of the 1 i qui d/oas i nterface * and 
<TL.Q is the surface tension. For the Czochralski configuration 
with a slowly rotatinq crystal and/or crucible an approximate 
model is obtained assuming complete axial symmetry. It should 
be mentioned that some substances have a strong tendency to 
grow ani sotropi cal 1 y, "* i.e. show a facet-like habit. Using 
that also ap ~ - PL-gz , where g is the gravitational accele
ration , one can wri te (3) as 

z(r) = -a a/2 Cz"/ (1+z1 =>*<'= + z ' /r < 1 + z ' =) *' = !] , (4) 

which is known as the Laplace capillary equation for An a;; i-

Fig.5. Model of the meniscus in Czochralski growth 



symmetric ireniscus. The parameter 

is called the capillary length (Laplace's constant). When 

sol ved consi stent1y with the appropri atR boundary condi ti ons 

r(z=h> = R and r<z-0> = 0 0 , Co) 

val id -for wide cn..ci bl es , eq . (4) prov i des the rel at i on bet

ween the 1 i quid contact angle 9|_, the meniscus height h and 

the crystal radius R. 

Unfortunately, exact solution of the meniscus problem is not 

avai lable, but bath numerical calculations1'*' i e s and analyti-

cal approximations1'1' have appeared in the 1 i ter at ure. One 

frequently cited approximate relation is that of Tsi vinski i 1 - y 

h(R,0L.)/a ^ Ll -- sin8,_ + <a/4R COSØL.) =*] l ' s - a/4fi cos9,_ (7) 

which yields correct result in the planar limit; 1 0 h(R~oa) = 

a<l - sin6 u)*'». 

In fig.4 both the relati on <7) and a numerically determi ned 

meniscus height 1* 3 are pl ot ted as -f une ti ons of the angi e 9L_ 

for different crystal radii. One finds a general agreement 

between the two solutions far large values of R/a in the 

region of small ©i_. For negative angles (D. necked meniscus 

profile) the exact result shows the fatal effect of meniscus 

cut-off occur ing at some max i mui.. height. This behaviour, 

which is not contained in eq.<7), defines certain limitations 

«..•it the* possibilities of diameter modulation, e.g. during a 

necking process at a given slope 9i„<0 an arbitrarily small 

diameter can not be reached. 



Fig-4. Meniscus 
height as auction 

of liquid contact 
angle tar geomet
rically decrea
sing values of 

crystal radius. 
The upper set o-f 
curves correspond 
to eq. (7) , and 
the lower curves 
were found using 
numerical methods. 
<after ref . IS) 
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Of specific relevans for Czochralski growth is the particular 
value of the contact angle tfi_=6i_° for which the crystal main
tains a constant diameter during solidification. Normally, 
this is expected to occure for 6i_ 0=6, 1 -* but anomalous wetting 
behaviour, 9u° = 10-15 degrees, has been observed in special 
cases. 2"- 2 1 Also it is commonly assumed that the rate of 
change in crystal radius dR/dl is uiiquely determined by the 
deviation in contact angle from its steady-state value. It is 
then possible to analyse the dynamic stability of the Csoch-
ralski process, and this has been attempted to seroth order 
by Surek. 3 = 3 



4. DYNAMIC STABILITY OF THE CZOCHRALSKI CONFIGURATION 

Sure» analyzed the stability problem on the basis of the 
illustration given in tig.5 which shows three meniscus heiqht 
versus crystal radius curves; one corresponding to stationary 
growth, one -for increasing diameter <Su>&i-0> and one for 
decreasing diameter <<E>i_<ei_°> . Consider a steady-state svstem 
(A) perturbed by a sudden increase m meniscus height and 
thereby reducing the contact angle and shifting the state to 
(B>. Assuming no change in the thermal situation the imme
diate response will be a reduction in crystal rar: i us towards 
<B' > , which in turn corresponds to an even smeller £»!_, and 
thus the system is not sel f-correcting. The same conclusion 
is arrived at by considering the response to a sudden reduc
tion in meniscus height (A-C-C > . 

The stability problem can be attacked more quantitatively if 
the increments in the previous process sre more carefully 
analysed. Consider again the system in a steady-state for 
which the crystal length increment just balance the pulling 
motion dl° = dz - V dt. The melt level drop will here for 

^•fi<8. 

oL I I 1 I 
0 0.» t.S 2.4 1 2 

RADIUS CCM) 

Fiy. 5. Meniscus h e ^ h t vs. crystal heiqht for three values of 
me'l t contact ,ir";le. ('after ref.22) 
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1=1 nip 1 i d t y be n e q l e c t e d . F o l l o w i n g Sure l , 1 e t t r i e men iscus be 

p e r t u r b e d by a •sudden i n c r e a s e i n h e i q h t h - h ° • ar i so t h a t 

s l=u 6 U - , ^L ' - ' + 4 * L . C l e a r l y , 

an - ( J h / J w L ) „ 4y,_ + o (2 ) (8) 

fur this process which takes place at a constant radius. The 
immediate response to the excitation can be analyzed using 
that an infinitesimal change in contact angle can be written 

de,_ = (iel_/ah)„ dh + ( J ^ / J R I H dR , (9) 

where the coefficients are determined by the meniscus equa
tion of state h = h(R,£i_). Hence, we assume that the time 
scale of the perturbation is sufficiently large so that the 
meniscus is in mechanical equilibrium. According to the Surek 
criterion the configuration is stable if dtfi_ is restoring and 
unstable if it amplifies the perturbation. For the generally 
non-stationary response process one has dh = dz - dl and 
also dR/dl = tantet. ^ fl6i_, implying that (9) can be written 

de,_ = <ae,_/dh>p, dz + [48 L (ae u / iR)h - <seu/4h)p.] di . n o 

If the growth velocity remains unperturbed, as was assumed by 
Surek, and also the pulling speed is unchanged then clearly 
dl = dz = Vdt, and (10) becomes 

dOL./dt = V (39,_/SR>n A9,_ . (11) 

From fiq.4. we see that (d9i_/SR)M > 0 and consequently the 
system is unstable. Since (11) is valid only to first order 
in a9i_ the coefficient (d9i_/dR)h can consistently be calcu
lated far the initial steady state. If the crystal radius is 
larger than the capillary length a good estimate can he 
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obtained using the Tsivinskii appmx i mat ion. rrom (7) we note 
that 

i»R/4y L)h = (l " h/2R tanfeii_) 2R=/h •=* 2R=/h , (12) 

and find to leading order in R/a 

d* L/dt = a e L / T , T = 2R 2/Va(l-sine u°) 1 , = ! . (13) 

The time constant is seen to be proportional to the square of 
the crystal radius and inversely proportional to the pulling 
speed. In addition there is a dependence on the material 
constants a and 9i_°. A typical value of can be found taking 
growth of si 1 i con as an exampl e; a = 7.9 mm, &i_° == 1 1 ° , = 1 R/a 
= 3.16 and V= 4.8 mm/min, which gives T = 37 min. We recog
nize that this value is significantly larger than that repor
ted by Surek (70 seconds, using the same grcwth parameters), 
but it is difficult to point out the ori gin of the di screpan-
cy since his method of estimating X was not explained 
completely in the article. 

Clearly, the previ ous discussion was over si riipl i f i ed by 
assuming that the response was a process characterised by 
dh-u. We will now remove this constraint and to a first 
appro:-! i mat. i on take i nto account the i nduced change i n the 
thermal situation near the growing interface. In fact, from 
fig.5 one sees that if the crystal radius is not too small 
only a si ight reduction in the meniscus height for the 
process B-B' wi11 turn this response into a restoring 
r el a:; at i on. Indeed, on the time scale indicated above this is 
expected since the perturbation tends to isolate the growth 
interface from the bulk melt and thus increase the velocity 
of solidification, i.e. dh/dt = V - dl/dt < 0, when the 
pi Iling vel ot: i Ly r" erna i ri s unchanged . 

1.2 



ln general the growth velocity is governed by the balance in 
hfldt f 1 u>: at the crystallisation tront, 

p B q T dl/dt + t|i_ = q B . (14) 

Here qi_ and q Q sre the heat input -from the melt and the -flu:', 
into the crystal, respectively, and q* is the latent heat o-f 
•fusion. We assume now that a stretch of the meniscus in the 
•first period of time only has thermal ef-fects on the heat 
flow on the melt side of the interface. The following form 
describes to first order the change in the therm? 1 impedance 
o-f the meniscus 

C|L. = qi_° + (dqi_/dfc>i_) A6i_ + (Jqi_/ih) z)h 

= qL_0 + Vp Bq* ( ko dSi. - k„/h° Ah) . (15) 

Here cji_° is the initial steady state flu;:, and the coef
ficients k h and k 0 defined in this way are expectingly both 
positive. Linearising (14) then yields 

dl/dt = V (1 + k„/h° ah - ko &BL.) 

= V CI + (kh/h" <dh/de,_)R - k 0) ae u3 , (16) 

and to leading order the response equation (10) becomes 

de,_/dt = V C ii6 u/aR)h - k h/h° + (:0(*«i./ih)f,] flOu. . (17! 

Since ^ ^ i _ / ^ h ) R < 0 this equation demonstrates in mathemati
cal terms the statement that the Czochralski configuration 
can be stabilised by the coupling to the thermal impedance. 



io be quantitative, consider again a relatively large crystal 
radius, [n this regime we expect the term ko£*i_ if» <15), 
which represents a,tt edqe effect, to be negligible, i.e. 

qL. - C|L° - Vp«g-f k h dh/h° . CIS) 

Assuming that to -first order the axial temperature gradient 
varies inversly proportional with the meniscus height we ha/e 

<qi_ - qL°)/c|L.':> = - 4h/h° , (19) 

which together with (14) and (18) yields 

k h = q^/tciB 0 - q,_0) = ( K B 7 T B / K L V T L - l ) ~ l . (20; 

Here vT L and v T s Bre the temperature gradients on the two 
sides of the interface, and K|_ and K B ^re the respective 
conduct ivities. In a normal growth si tuat i on the oiagni tude of 
the gradients are chosen such that ki-, according to (20) 
typically will be of the order of unity. a 3 Using again the 
"fsivinskii rel at i on (7 ) we final 1 y obtai n 

cie^/dt - ~ vYa< l-sine^') x ' a [k h - a= ( l-sine^.0) /2R a: fleL (21) 

which since (a/R) 2 << 1 essentially represents a relaxation 
with a time constant 

T = a<l-sine L°) 1'' a/V CK BvT«/KuvT L. ~ 13 (22) 

In the _ase of R<a the situation is less obvious since now 
the state of the mensicus is close to the cut-off limit, and 
thus many of the coefficients in (17) wi11 depend very 
strongly upon the growth parameters. In this regime a proper 
analysis should be based on the numeric solution of the 
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meniscus equation of state as well as a more detailed model 

01 the thermal response. 

I he full answer to the stability problem can only be given 

from a more careful analysis of the coupled meniscus/heat 

t r dirisf er probl em. Recent 1 y , attempts have been made to model 

the extremely cample;-; overall thermal situation and its 

effects on the growth. =»-•== 

From a more practical point of view the discussion above 

demonstrates that shape control in Czochralski growth cain be 

effected by adjusting either the pulling motion or the tempe

rature distribution. In particular, from (14) one immediately 

observes that the growth rate can be i ncreased by a steeper-

gradient in the crystal or by reducing the heat flux from the 

melt. Note that since qt_>0 the maximum velocity of stationary 

growth can be estimated to K e VTQ /qrps. 

The sensitivities to adjustments in V or dl/dt are from (10) 

determined by the magnitudes of 08i_/bh) R and OGi_/dR) h . In 

a situation of steady-state growth the change to a new con

tact angle is proportional to (døl_/5h>R. For relatively large 

crystal diameters this coefficient c&n be found from (7), and 

for R>>a one gets 

(de u/*h) R = -2/a(i+sineu 0> *'=> . (23) 

The sen5i tivities to both pulling and growth veloci ty became 

higher for decreasing di ameters. For R<a one observes from 

f i g.4 (lower > that the h-0 L curves approach the hor i 2onthai 

ay R goes to zero implying a divergency in < å£L_/dh) R . Cl ear-

1y, there are great i nherent difficulties associated with the 

necking process, and the general need for automatic shape 

control in Czochralski growth is obvious. 

i1:. 



5. THE MELT-WEIBHINB METHOD 

The basic idea of the melt<cruci bie>-weighing technique for 
diameter monitoring is that the mass transfered to a growing 
crystal causes a corresponding reduction in the force expe
rienced by a balance holding the crucible. This was demon
strated already in section 2 for stationary growth, but as 
pointed out, a more careful analysis is required for the case 
of non-stationary conditions. With reference to fig.6 the 
force is equal to the weight of the shaded bulk volume of the 
melt 

F = m u'Q (24) 

plus a time-independent contribution from fixed mounting 
arrangements. These invariable loads can trivially be elimi
nated by a zero point adjustment on the bal lance, and they 
will be omitted in the discussion below. Most essential, 
however, is the fact that the shaded volume is not identical 
to the total amount of melt, but differs by the volume con
tained in the meniscus supported by the crystal. Taking this 

rig.6. The melt-weighing configuration. 
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into account the total force can be expressed a s a i 

F - mi_g - xR'^pi^gb - 2K R <fi_eicas<--»i_ , (25) 

where the contributions in the upward direction are dup to 
hydrostatic pressure and surface tension. The thermal distri
bution is assumed such that the crystal grows uniformly with 
a horizontal solid/liquid interface. 

To analyse the force equation it is convenient to rewrite 
(25) in the following way 

F/g = mi. - 1Ta=pi_ C R=h/a= + RcQseL.3 . (26) 

Here one observes that (26) together with (24) implies that 
the volume contained in the meniscus equals that of a cylin
der with radius a and height 

H = R=h/a= + RCOBSL. . (27) 

We Are not concerned with the instantaneous value of the 
observed mass F/g but rather its rate of change. Thus, for 
an infinitesimal variation in the growth conditions we get 

dF/g = dnit, - jra=p,_ dH . (2B> 

To work out this equation in detail one needs to relate the 
mass and motion increments in the meniscus region for the 
general non-stationary case. With a changing meniscus geomet
ry, as illustrated in fig.7, the increase in crystal length 
is given by 

dl = tlz + dz ' - dh . (27) 

17 



Fig.7. Increments during general fUt-interface growth. 

The conservation of mass can be expressed as 

-dF/g = pi_ irRc= dz ' 
= ps 1R= dl + p L j a a dH , (30) 

where mass transfer due to evaporation has been neglected. 
Using now (29) and (30) the force relation (28) can be 
transformed to 

-dF/g = irR=/(l-pR=/Rc==!) Cp sdz - pedh + pi_ (a/R! =dHl . (31.) 

In this form the force differential is conveniently separated 
into 
(i) the steady-state contribution given by the growth inter
face area and the pulling motion, as was already found in (2) 
and 
(ii> additional terms caused by non-stationary growth expres
sed by meniscus parameters which can be found from the menis
cus equation of state h-h(R,8i_). 

To see this fully elaborated we differentiate (27) with 

18 



respect to R and 9 L, and obtain after collecting similar 
terms 

-dF/g = 1TR=/ (l-pR^/Rc2» [ p B d2 + p,_ ( n dR + Aa d e ^ ) ! , 

where 

v|(R,e,_J = (1-f) (>h/»R)o> + 2h/R + a=/R= cos©i_ 

X<R,e,_) = (l-p)/a <Sh/de,_>R - a/R sin6,_ . (32) 

This basic equation describes in a quantitative way how a 
general growth condition effects the rate of change in the 
observed farce-
It is common practice among crystal growers using this method 
as basis for shape control that the weight signal in all 
cases s.re interpreted as in a stationary state. Of central 
concern are then the errors introduced by the simplification. 
The equation (32) now provides the necessary information as 
to how slow R and Oi_ should vary compared to the pulling 
velocity in order to give only negligible contributions to 
the total signal. Ona should here also keep in mind that the 
growth parameters do not vary independently» but a general 
process develops with the constraint dR = tariiHu dl . Together 
with the mass conservation (30) this relation becomes 

dR = taniS^/(l-pR=/Rc=) Cdz - dh + a z / R c
z dHJ . (33) 

Of particular importance is how the detector responds when 
the growth makes a transition from a stationary to a non-
stationary state. We then note from (32) that since the 
balance is sensitive to changes in the contact angle, it is 
possible to detect a new growth condition developing even 
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be+ore it has resulted i n a change of crystal radius. In the 

context of regulation this o-f course can be a favourable 

•feature of the monitoring system. For the initial stage we 

have dR-0 in (32), and a closer look at A is required. Figure 

8 shows the behaviour o-f X as function of 6 U for various 

crystal radi i. 

The most striking feature of these plots åre the common point 

of intersection which far al1 practical purposes occurs at 

6i_=0. Also the value of % at £i_=0 is smal 1 ,~ <p-i > /2, and thus 

for crystals normally wetted by its melt the effect of a 

changi ng contact angl e near 9t_°=0 i s rel ati vel y hard to 

detect. One should, however, note that '.ne ratio f>B/pi_ plays 

an important role. For substances which expands during soli

dification X is negative, and a positive d9i_, symptomatic of 

a radius increase, results in a decrease in the detector 

signal -dF/g! Obviously, this anomalous effect should be 

accounted for in the design of feedback systems control1 ing 

the growth of such materials. 

In the case of materials with incomplete wetting, £i_°>0, one 

sees that the situation is even more complicated. Now, also 

substances with Ps>pi_ may gi ve anomal aus detector signal if 

the radius is below some value. For materials which have both 

fe< pi_ and fc^OO, the anomalous component of the balance 

signal aan be considerable, and this may easily cause an 

instability in the regulation at low pulling rates. In fact, 

Bardsley et al. have reported such behaviour in germanium, 

and by a sophisticated algorithm they have restored stability 

in the diameter control. 2 7 They have also presented a similar 

analysis of the force equation (25), which however covered 

only the situation close to statiurary growth.** Their repor

ted results obtained for ger.nann.ifn agree with our general 

r el at i on (32). 

http://ger.nann.ifn
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Fiq.S. The coefficient \ according to the Tsivinskii approxi
mation as function of 8i_ for crystal radii R/a equal to 2, 
5, 10, 20 and 50 (In the order of decreasing amplitudes). The 
upper set of curves corresponds to pa/pi_ = 1.0454 and the 
Lower to Ps/f>t- = .9546 (germanium) . 



Consider next the effect of an increasing diameter. According 
to CSZ) the balance response is determined by the coefficient 
h which is plotted in fig.9. This component clearly gives a 
contribution of normal sign since Y) stays positive over the 
entire range of growth parameters. The density ratio has here 
no significant effect on the magnitude ar the sign of the 
coefficient. The effect of the term in dR compared to the 
steady-state contribution gets strongly reduced as the crys
tal diameter i ncreases. Note that thi s statement is in 
general not true for the other correction term. 

Fig.9. The coefficient v\ according to the Tsi vi nski i relation 
as f une t i an of 0 L for K/a equal to 2 (top curve?) , 5, 10, 20 
and ^ZO (bottom curve) . The den si ty val Lies used in the pl ot 
corresponds to germanium. 



uf special interest is also the non-stationary process of 
necking. Assuming a constant necking angle d#i_ the contribu
tion -from contact angle variations vanishes, and (-33) yields 

UK - tand6,_/ (l-pR=VRcz> Cdz - i(3h/iR)0- a 2 / R c
z iJH/ift) „> JRJ (34) 

which inserted in (32) gives the result 

-dF/g = irR^/U- pR=/Rc:=> p B < 1 + (1 dz , 

y<R,e,_> = o-1 w /C <l-pR=/Rc=>cot4ei_ + <2h/dR) 0 - a=VRe= (JH/5R>OH (3 

If the crucible diameter is sufficiently large the correction 
simply becomes to a good appro:: i mat i on 

tf= p - 1 h/:cotie,_ + fah/dR) 03 . (36) 

0.0 -

-1.0 

R/a 
liq.10. The parameter / as -function of crystal radius for 
riecl inc) angles A*i_ = 60 (top), 4u, 20, u, -20, -40 and -60 
'bottom) degrees. Normal material properties Wi_.°=0 and DO/OL. 
- 1.0454 are here chosen. 



Figure 10 shows the dependence of g according to (36) upon 
R/ a tor several making angles, using again the Tsivinskii 
•ippru,-; imat ion- We find that at a h>:ed fitf,_ the magnitude o-f 
fi increases as the radius becomes smaller. The errors intro
duced by neglecting the effect of *• may clearly become quite 
significant when the crystal radius approaches the order o-f 
the- capillary 1 e?ngth. The correction , whi ch van i shes -for the 
stationary A0u=0 case, increases as the angle gets wider. 
Nate that there is not symmetry around the steady state, but 
in general the corrections ar-e larger -for necking in. 

The equation (35) is seen to be o-f the -form 

-dF/dt •- -f(R,eu) V , (37) 

where f is a known function. Clearly, if 6L_ could be deter
mined in some way one would be able to extract the correct 
value of R from the measured quanti ties. In fact, this can 
be done without any extra monitoring system, but instead make 
use of the relation (34), which can be written 

dR/dt ~ CJ<R,£L-> V . (3B) 

To eliminate 6i_ from (37) and (38), a task which is compli
cated by the presence of the rate of change in R, we suggest 
that an iterative procedure using a computer is adopted. In 
this way we expect it is possible to extend the basis of the 
wei qhi ng method to non-stationary growth conditi ons where the 
contribution due to contact angle variations can be neglec
ted. Such an extension of the balance signal interpretation 
will in general provide better opportunities to control the 
Czochralski process. In particular, highly improved stabi I i ty 
during small radius growth will be expected. 
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